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January 11, 2019 
 
Chair Das Williams, 1st District 
Vice Chair Steve Lavagnino, 5th District  
Gregg Hart, 2nd District 
Joan Hartmann, 3rd District 
Peter Adam, 4th District 
Board of Supervisors, 4th Floor 
105 East Anapamu Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
 
RE: Property Assessed Clean Energy Program (PACE) 
 
Dear Chair Williams and Supervisors, 
 
The Santa Barbara Association of REALTORS® (SBAOR) represents roughly 1,300 REALTORS® throughout the 
South Coast and our mission includes engaging in real estate related community issues affecting our members 
and/or their clients.  We have many concerns regarding the Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Program and 
the effect it could have on homeowners in the County of Santa Barbara.   
 
SBAOR has been involved in the PACE discussion since its inception in 2008.  SBAOR is not against energy 
efficiency.  We understand the importance of energy efficiency which is why our organization was a stakeholder 
in creating the emPowerSBC program.  Since its creation, emPowerSBC expanded to the tri-county area and was 
emPower Central Coast.  This program was created due to the problems surrounding PACE.  We embrace energy 
efficiency as is evident from our award-winning water conservation garden, the installation of solar, and 
numerous other energy efficiency upgrades on our building.  We also provide REALTORS® along the coast the 
National Association of REALTORS® Green Designation which is designed for agents looking to learn about issues 
of energy efficiency and sustainability in real estate.   
 
We have concerns regarding: 
 

• Transactional problems 
• Transferability/Subordination 
• Cost 
• Instability of PACE Providers 

 
Transactional Problems 
Homeowners can face three primary potential problems with PACE loans: 

Automatic default – A homeowner with a mortgage that prohibits PACE loans will be in automatic default of 
their mortgage. This means the bank can require accelerated payment or the homeowner will face foreclosure.  

Inability to refinance – If a homeowner with a PACE loan attempts to refinance the bank may refuse. Refinancing 
creates an entirely new loan, and if the bank does not allow for a PACE loan to take the primary position, then 
the bank may not refinance. Though there may be some banks that do refinance with PACE loans, by limiting 
which banks a homeowner can work with, it also limits the rates available.  

http://www.sbaor.com/
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Fannie Mae (FNMA) will allow PACE loans only under 3 terms: 1) the PACE loan was originated before 7/6/2010 
and owned by FNMA, 2) an owner can prove outright that the PACE loan does not have first lien priority, or 3) 
the PACE loan is structured as a subordinate lien like a home equity line or a home equity loan.  The majority of 
existing PACE loans do not meet these requirements.  If these requirements aren’t met, FNMA says outright it 
will not purchase/securitize loans with an outstanding PACE loan, which means mortgage lenders don’t allow 
them either.   

FHLMC is a little stricter in that they want the PACE loan to be paid off when refinancing.  Because the PACE loan 
doesn’t account for strict equity requirements like lenders do, a homeowner could potentially get themselves in 
trouble due to maxing out their equity which would prevent them from refinancing.   If the improvements don’t 
add value to the house, which as we all know if you put $50,000 into your house it never equates to a like-for-
like increase in value of $50,000, a homeowner could get themselves in trouble with low equity.  There’d be no 
way for them to refinance using FHLMC who requires the PACE loan to be paid.   

Inability to sell – If the prospective buyer is pre-qualified from a bank that does not allow PACE loans, then the 
loan must be paid in full prior to the purchase. This eliminates the benefit of a loan that runs with the home. It 
also adds complications to the sale of the home. If the home is under water, or the seller has little money, this 
could be a distinct problem.  

Transferability/Subordination 
As noted within your staff report, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (Conservator of Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac) has not changed its opposition to backing conventional loans on homes with existing PACE assessments. At 
least for now, conventional lending is not likely to be available.  
 
PACE financing creates a super priority lien except on FHA & VA loans.  The problem in Santa Barbara is that 
there is a very small percentage, about 10-15%, of homes that qualify for FHA or VA loans.  That means that the 
majority of lending in Santa Barbara is covered by conventional lending through FHFA.  FHFA does not allow 
PACE loans to be subordinate.  Even though some PACE providers have implemented a subordination option, 
this does not mean that lenders will accept the subordination and, as stated earlier, current FHFA policy does 
NOT allow subordination.   
 
Cost 
Another issue is the cost of these PACE loans.  These loans usually have high interest rates with an additional 
initiation fee resulting in APRS often over 10%.   
 
Adding real value to the property has been addressed by the Department of Energy (DOE).  They are concerned 
with PACE programs and therefore created a “Best Practice Guidelines for Residential PACE Financing 
Programs”.  According to the DOE: 
 

The primary rationale for PACE programs is to pursue a legally-defined “public purpose”, which generally 
includes environmental, health, and energy independence benefits.  

The financed package of energy improvements should be designed to pay for itself over the term of the 
assessment. This program attribute minimizes impacts on the participant’s debt-to-income ratio, 

http://www.sbaor.com/
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increasing the participant’s ability to repay PACE assessments and other debt, such as mortgage 
payments.1   

Other options instead of PACE are the traditional Home Equity Line of Credit (HELOC) and refinancing. HELOC’s 
can range between 4% - 5%, but please note that usually if a homeowner can’t afford a HELOC, they cannot 
afford a PACE loan. Refinancing ones mortgage is also an excellent way to receive capital for improvements on 
the home.  Fannie Mae has the HomeStyle Renovation mortgage.  This enables a borrower to obtain a purchase 
transaction mortgage or a limited cash-out refinance mortgage and receive funds to cover the costs of repairs, 
remodeling, renovations, or energy improvements to the property.  There are no required improvements or 
restrictions on the types of renovations allowed or a minimum dollar amount for the renovations. Renovations, 
however, must be permanently affixed to the real property and add value to the property.2 

Instability of PACE Providers 
In addition to all of the issues mentioned above, the PACE providers are very unstable.  The investors in PACE 
are beginning to pull out their funding because they are concerned with the future of the industry.  PACE 
companies are beginning to lay off workforce and one company had laid off about 17% of their workforce after 
the new regulation was implemented.   
 
The customers of PACE, local counties and cities, are beginning to have the same concerns with the PACE 
program and therefore these local jurisdictions are thinking about repealing, in the process of repealing, or have 
repealed PACE:

                                                           
1 Best Practice Guidelines for Residential PACE Financing Programs http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/07/f33/best-
practice-pace_0.pdf  

2 B5-3.2-01: HomeStyle Renovation Mortgages (03/29/2016) 
https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b5/3.2/01.html  

http://www.sbaor.com/
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Kern County 
City of Bakersfield 
City of Ridgecrest 
City of Tehachapi 
San Bernardino 
County 
City of Adelanto 
City of Apple Valley 
City of Barstow 
City of Chino 
City of Chino Hills 
City of Colton 
City of Fontana 

City of Grand 
Terrace 
City of Hesperia 
City of Highland 
City of Loma Linda 
City of Montclair 
City of Needles 
City of Ontario 
City of Rancho 
Cucamonga 
City of Redlands 
City of Rialto 

City of San 
Bernardino 
City of Twentynine 
Palms 
City of Upland 
City of Victorville 
City of Escondido 
San Joaquin County 
City of Escalon 
City of Lathrop 
City of Lodi 
City of Manteca 
City of Ripon 

City of Stockton 
City of Tracy 
Shasta County 
Stanislaus County 
City of Ceres 
City of Hughson 
City of Modesto 
City of Newman 
City of Oakdale 
City of Patterson 
City of Riverbank 
City of Turlock 
City of Waterford 

 
 
Conclusion 
With multiple lawsuits, critical media articles, and a host of other issues, is this really a program that 
should be introduced to Santa Barbara County homeowners?  If the program were stable and was able 
to fulfill its promises, then we would support this program, but it does not.  Since its inception, this 
program has created nothing but more questions and concerns about its real goal of helping 
homeowners with energy efficiency upgrades.  While we applaud the theory behind PACE, we cannot 
support a program that has so many problems linked to it.  We ask you to NOT allow PACE into our 
community.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thomas Schueltis  
2019 President 
  
Attached:  

• The Wall Street Journal “America’s Fastest-Growing Loan Category Has Eerie Echoes of 
Subprime Crisis” 

• The Wall Street Journal “Renovate America, One of America’s Fastest-Growing Lenders, Didn’t 
Disclose It Made Payments to Some Borrowers” 

• The Los Angeles Times “These Loans Were Created to Help Homeowners, but for Some They Did 
the Opposite” 

• Alternatives to PACE 
• Renovate America Financing and Disclosure 
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BUSINESS  

These loans were created to help homeowners, 

but for some they did the opposite 

 

Ossie Hill, 86, right, cries over the possibility of foreclosure of her Los Angeles home as her daughter Cassina Edwards, 59, looks on. 
Hill is facing annual payments of $5,500 for a roughly $50,000 loan through the PACE program. (Genaro Molina / Los Angeles Times) 

Andrew KhouriContact Reporter 

June 4, 2017, 5:00am 

After nearly half a century at the house on South Sierra Bonita Avenue in Los Angeles, Ossie Hill wanted to spruce up the 

two-bedroom home she and her late husband purchased in the early 1970s. 

But the 86-year-old didn’t have the money. 

Then her daughter, Cassina Edwards, had an idea, recalling radio ads for a local home-improvement contractor: “We can 

help you. Low income. No credit check. Government program. Give us a call.” 

So Edwards did.  
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Now her mother, who receives $11,600 a year from Social Security and suffers from dementia, is struggling with a 

roughly $50,000 loan paid through a $5,500 annual tax assessment — an increasingly popular form of home-improvement 

financing known as PACE. 

Edwards said the contractor explained that “a government program” would help the octogenarian afford the 

improvements, but never explained how the payments would work or warned them Hill could lose her house if payments 

were missed. 

The first $5,500 bill last year came as a surprise, said Edwards, who helps manage her mother’s finances. With her mother 

unable to afford it, it has gone unpaid. 

“I want my mother to keep her home. This is all she has,” Edwards said on a recent afternoon, as Hill sat next to her, eyes 

closed, head rested on her cane. “It’s pretty sad that they prey on people for your lack of knowledge. If you came in and 

were truthful about it, this would have never happened.” 

 
 

Consumer groups, regulators and lawmakers are increasingly raising concerns about Property Assessed Clean Energy loan 

programs, which are authorized by governments but largely administered and funded by private lenders. In particular, the 

focus is on independent solar, plumbing and roofing contractors who pitch the loans and sign up consumers through 

online software — a system that’s drawn scrutiny but helped the industry grow aggressively. 

The total amount lent for residential PACE projects topped $1.5 billion in 2016, up from $350 million just two years 

earlier, according to trade group PACENation. 

http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-pace-reforms-20170604-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-pace-reforms-20170604-story.html
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The loan programs are meant to serve a public good — allowing more people to finance solar and other energy-efficiency 

projects. 

The loans are secured by a property lien and if unpaid a borrower can be foreclosed upon. Consumers put no money down 

and usually don’t pay anything for at least six months. Eligibility is largely based on home equity. Credit score and 

income are not a factor. 

Many consumers simply know their loans as the HERO program, the name of the PACE program from the industry’s 

biggest lender, Renovate America in San Diego. 

Critics say PACE can serve a worthy purpose, but worry too many consumers are agreeing to loans they don’t need or 

understand after being contacted by aggressive contractors, who often make cold calls or engage in door-to-door 

marketing. 

According to lawsuits and interviews with borrowers and their advocates, some contractors are inflating the cost of their 

services and misrepresenting how much the loans cost or how they are paid back. 

Contractors can get consumers approved on the spot, having them sign documents on a tablet computer — an experience 

advocates say can be confusing, particularly for elderly homeowners. Lenders then send final financing documents to 

homeowners for their signature, with the process taking a few hours to several days.  

“They go out and push these sales and these projects without really any care whether people can actually afford it or not,” 

said David Hiller, a Pasadena attorney who has handled PACE cases for consumers. “It feels exactly like what was going 

on with mortgage lending precrisis.” 



 

Cassina Edwards is upset over the possibility that her mother, Ossie Hill, 86, may lose 
her home to foreclosure due to non-payment for a PACE loan in Los Angeles. 

The three major private lenders — Renovate America, Renew Financial of Oakland and Ygrene Energy Fund of 

Petaluma, Calif., — say most of their customers come away happy and point to low default and delinquency rates as 

evidence the programs are working. 

Cisco DeVries established the first PACE program last decade while working for the city of Berkeley, later founding 

Renew Financial, where he is the chief executive. He says PACE has “democratized clean energy” by allowing consumers 

without much cash and less-than-stellar credit to fix their homes. 

“We have had homeowners in tears” after they finally could finance repairs, DeVries said. “Any public policy, any private 

effort, by nature is going to be imperfect. But PACE has to be one of the most successful energy-efficiency programs in 

the history of the state and the country.” 

The Western Riverside Council of Governments launched its PACE program in 2011 as a way to use private money to 

support a decimated construction industry and help homeowners conserve energy. 

It has partnered with Renovate America and Renew Financial to offer loans and now oversees one of the largest PACE 

operations in the U.S., covering more than 380 municipalities statewide after it opened eligibility beyond Riverside 

County. In the last fiscal year, PACE fees accounted for $9.5 million of the council’s revenue, or 17.5% of its total 

budget, said Rick Bishop, the group’s executive director. 

“Generally, it’s been really, really positive,” Bishop said of PACE. “We have hundreds and hundreds of really solid 

contractors. It’s a little disappointing the contractors are all getting painted with the same brush.” 

A more typical experience, proponents say, is that of Lorri MacMillan, who last year used a $14,000 HERO loan to pay 

for an air conditioner. The Rancho Santa Margarita resident said her contractor didn’t misrepresent anything and Renovate 

called her to go over terms in detail — something the company said it began doing for every customer in recent months. 

“It was a great process,” the 54-year-old bank systems analyst said. 

http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-pace-loans-20170604-story.html


PACE programs got their start in 2008 when Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger signed legislation that authorized the special 

type of financing. 

To fund the programs, governments issue bonds backed by the borrower tax assessments and then typically transfer 

collection rights to private PACE companies. The firms take those assessment bonds and compile them into securities and 

sell them on Wall Street to finance new loans. 

Across the nation, less than 1% of all securitized PACE loans that Kroll Bond Rating Agency tracks have defaulted, said 

Cecil Smart, a senior director at the company. 

Renovate America said over the last five years, none of its clients have been foreclosed on for not paying their PACE 

loan, but nearly 80 homeowners with such financing, or 0.08% of the total, have been foreclosed upon after they didn’t 

pay their mortgage.  

Consumer advocates say it's too early to tell if those rates will hold. 

Renovate America has also drawn scrutiny from regulators following several Wall Street Journal stories, including one 

that revealed the firm paid the debts of some borrowers but didn’t tell bond investors. The company said it did so in 83 

cases in which borrowers were confused about when their payments would start. 

Christian Guzman hasn’t defaulted on his PACE loan, but he said he’s struggling after a contractor walked through his 

L.A.-area neighborhood two years ago and asked if he wanted a free estimate to fix his roof. 

 

Edwards says her mother was never warned she could lose her house if PACE loan 
payments were missed. (Genaro Molina / Los Angeles Times) 

A few days later, Guzman said the contractor from All American Design in Torrance came back and told him he was 

qualified for more than $46,000 in HERO financing, which would cover a new roof and solar panels. Guzman said he 

agreed to both and signed documents on a tablet after the contractor told him a government grant would cover the $26,000 

roof. 

He recalled the tablet showing he would only pay around $20,000 in total, but acknowledged he didn’t get a good look at 

the device. 

“He held on to it pretty well. We saw only what he wanted us to see,” Guzman said. 

After the job was complete, he said he received a final payment schedule from Renovate that detailed he would owe much 

more — over $12,000 annually for five years — and later learned there would be no government grant. 

The All American salesperson told him not to worry, and “after a while he just stopped answering,” the 29-year old 

electrician said. Guzman also reached out to Renovate for help, but said he was told there was nothing they could do. 



Renovate said Guzman’s signature was electronically signed on a financing contract that detailed the more than $12,000 

annual payment a week after the first document he signed, which was an application. 

Guzman said he doesn’t recall signing the second document. 

“I honestly don’t know how I am going to do this,” he said. “It’s an extra $1,000 a month I don’t have.” 

All American Design did not respond to requests for comment. Renovate said it has kicked All American out of its 

program because the company didn’t meet its standards under a new contractor rating system. 

Today, California, Florida and Missouri have active residential PACE programs, while 19 other states have authorized 

such financing though programs aren’t up and running, according to PACENation. Many states also have commercial 

PACE programs for businesses that have proved far less controversial. 

The residential loans average around $25,000 and run five to 30 years. The loans typically carry rates of 6.5% to 8.49%, 

meaning with today’s low-interest rates someone with good credit can often get a better deal with a home equity loan. 

Most governments turn to private PACE companies to run the programs. The companies, meanwhile, use contractors to 

sell the loans. 

“It’s pretty painless as far as qualifying,” contractor William Redmond, co-owner of AlumaCovers in Riverside, said of 

the HERO program. “It allows a client to afford what normally they couldn’t afford. So, it’s opened up another channel of 

new [sales].” 

Speed is part of the allure. 

Ygrene promises contractors training, lead generation, marketing materials and the ability to get customers “pre-approved 

in 30 minutes or less.” Renovate offers “state-of-the-art tools” to “streamline every stage of your project.” Renew 

Financial pledges that contractors can “submit financing documents with your customer at the kitchen table.” 

Redmond says he hasn’t heard of contractors misusing PACE and that he tells clients to direct financing questions to 

Renovate. 

“They don’t make things complicated and they don’t make a bunch of red tape,” Redmond said. 

But consumer groups say the swift approval process — along with weak contractor oversight and lack of underwriting — 

is leading to problems. 

“When someone is weighing a $45,000 loan to put solar panels on the house, why do they need speed for that?” said John 

Rao, an attorney with the National Consumer Law Center. “You should not be rushing people through for these major 

retrofits.” 

The companies add that they disqualify for bankruptcies and missed mortgage payments and say speed is often needed for 

emergency repairs such as a broken air conditioner in 100-plus degree heat. 

Borrowers also have a three-day right to cancel and contractors aren’t paid until a homeowner signs off on a completed 

work form, Ygrene CEO Rocco Fabiano noted. 



 

A lawsuit filed by Edwards alleges a 360 Remodeling employee tricked her mother into 
signing up for the loan by asking her to sign a tablet to only authorize her 
creditworthiness. In a court filing, the 360 Remodeling salesperson generally denied all 
allegations. (Genaro Molina / Los Angeles Times) 

The three major companies are taking steps to improve consumer protections. For example, they say they now have a 

phone call with all consumers before approving a loan to ensure they understand the terms of financing — as 

recommended by the Department of Energy late last year. 

Renovate said it will start using income as part of its underwriting later this month and in January it launched a new 

contractor rating system, removing more than 80 companies — 10% of the contractors that frequently used its financing. 

Rao, of the national consumer group, acknowledged that consumers have long complained about aggressive, unethical 

contractors, but said PACE put those problems “on steroids,” given how easy it is to qualify for funding. 

“They are making a lot of money and they are creating the financial opportunities for these contractors,” he said. 

The California Contractors State Licence Board is investigating 50 cases in which consumers alleged solar contractors 

misrepresented PACE financing. Those making the complaints are often elderly or don’t speak fluent English. 

Two lawsuits filed in Los Angeles County allege that an employee from G.E. Solar Solutions of La Mirada signed 

homeowners up for Ygrene PACE financing after pitching the loans as leases for solar panels that would be paid off 

through their energy bills and also save them thousands of dollars. 

The homeowners, who speak only Spanish, allege their signatures were forged on English-only Ygrene contracts and they 

estimate their debt exceeds $100,000, according to the two complaints. 

One of the owners, Dolores Artiga, said she worries she can’t keep up with the loan payments. 

“It is difficult,” Artiga, who works for a cleaning company, said in Spanish. “What I make is not enough money to pay 

this.” 



In court documents, an attorney for G.E. Solar denied the allegations.  

In a statement, Ygrene said G.E. Solar, not Ygrene, is alleged to have misrepresented the financing and, if those 

allegations are true, the contractor’s actions are “inconsistent with Ygrene's consumer protections policies and 

procedures.” 

Scott Minnix, director of the L.A. County Department that overseas PACE, said in a statement that the county has worked 

with its partners, Renovate America and Renew Financial, “to ensure the highest standards of consumer protection and 

fiscal accountability.” 

The county said that there has been no PACE foreclosures and that it has set up reserve funds to cover missed borrower 

payments for a time, making a quick foreclosure unlikely for those who’ve missed PACE payments.  

Even so, Edwards, the daughter of the Los Angeles homeowner, is worried and in April filed a lawsuit against Renovate 

and 360 Remodeling of Burbank, which painted her mother’s house and installed windows and a patio cover it said would 

reduce energy use. 

The lawsuit alleges a 360 Remodeling employee tricked Hill into signing up for a loan with an annual payment of more 

than $5,000 by asking her to sign a tablet to only authorize her creditworthiness. 

A final contract for Edwards and Hill to review was to be put in the mail, the complaint says. 

In a court filing, the 360 Remodeling employee denied all allegations. 

Frank Cicora, the company’s general manager, said he didn’t know what the worker said, but the family knew Hill was 

taking out a loan and the financing terms would have been explained on the tablet and by Renovate over the p hone. 

“They are upset because they can’t afford something they committed to,” he said, adding the family agreed to move ahead 

with the project. 

A spokesman for Renovate denied the complaint’s allegations, which include weak contractor oversight, and said the 

company will defend itself vigorously. He said 360 Remodeling “scores well” in Renovate’s contractor rating system. 

Edwards said a final contract to review never came in the mail, but she trusted the contractor, who quickly began ripping 

up the outside of her mother’s home. 

“They already tore down the house. If I told them to stop, who would fix it?" Edwards said, sitting next to her mother on 

the living room couch. “This situation has been very stressful for my mom.” 

A few minutes later, Hill began to tear up and asked to leave. 

Part 2: With some borrowers struggling, regulators, polticians and the industry grapple with reform. » 
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Say No to PACE 

 
 

Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) programs are another way to finance energy efficiency projects. 

Unlike other energy improvement programs, however, PACE financing attaches to your home in the form of a 

property tax. This dangerous financing scheme is causing enormous problems for homeowners. Some of the 

problems with PACE financing are as follows:  

● Predatory Lending: Qualification is based on home equity rather than on the borrower’s ability to repay, 

which violates the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s prohibition against predatory lending practices. 
● Structured as a Property Tax Assessment: Because the amount borrowed is structured as a property tax 
assessment, it attaches to the property itself rather than to the owner, which negatively affects the owner’s 
ability either to sell the property or to refinance it and restricts a potential buyer’s ability to qualify for a 
mortgage on the property.  
● “Super-Priority” Lien: The amount borrowed is structured as a “super-priority” lien on the property, which 
means that, in the event of default, the PACE loan takes repayment priority over even the first mortgage. This 
arrangement violates the conditions spelled out in most mortgage agreements, negatively affects the owner’s 
ability either to sell the property or to refinance it, and restricts a buyer’s ability to qualify for a new mortgage 
on the property.  

● No Proof of Benefit or Value: Because the energy-efficient home improvements financed with PACE 
programs are often sold without either a home energy audit or a third-party certification of their operational 
effectiveness, the homeowner has no basis for performing a cost-benefit analysis or for assessing the true 
value of the improvements. 
● No Utility Cost Offset: The homeowner is told that he or she will save enough on utility bills to cover the 
cost of the energy-efficient upgrades, but this utility cost offset seldom materializes. More often, the hapless 
homeowner ends up deep in the red. 
● Price Inflation: PACE contractors inflate their prices for energy-efficient renovations, often charging far 
more than fair market value.  
● No Financial Oversight: Most of the contractors pitching PACE financing options have no financial 

expertise, and their offers and promises are not currently being scrutinized by any financial institution or 
government agency.  
● High Interest Rates: The interest charged for PACE financing can be as much as twice the amount charged 
for a home equity loan or on loans obtained via other financing alternatives.  
● Large Payoff Penalties: The penalties for early payoff are large and may include extended interest 
payments.  
● Harsh Late-Payment Penalties: Late payment or failure to pay is penalized in the same way as failure to 
pay property taxes and could result in foreclosure.  
● Automatic Default: A homeowner whose mortgage agreement specifically prohibits any other loan or lien 
from taking priority over the first mortgage—and most do—will be automatically in default. Thus, the lending 
institution holding the first mortgage can require accelerated payment or initiate foreclosure. 

 

 

SAY N    TO PACE 
Property Assessed Clean 

Energy 



 
CURRENT ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

FINANCING PROGRAMS THAT WORK! 
emPower Central Coast: This loan program allows borrowers to make home upgrade projects easier and more affordable 

through low-interest, unsecured loans, utility incentives up to $6,500, free home energy site visits, and qualified contractors.   

Energy Efficient Mortgage (EEM): This loan program allows borrowers to finance cost-effective, energy-saving improvements 

as part of a single mortgage. These mortgages make it possible for property owners to borrow above the appraised value and 

stretch debt-to-income qualifying ratios. To ensure the effectiveness of EEMs and to make certain proper upgrades are 

performed, these loans require an energy audit. EEMs are an FHA product, but the VA has its own version.  

Federal Housing Administration (FHA) PowerSaver Loans: This loan program offers three financing options for homeowners to 

make energy efficiency and renewable energy upgrades to their homes.  

PowerSaver Home Energy Upgrade (Up to $7,500): This program is for smaller projects for those with manageable 

debt and a credit score of 660 or higher. The projects include things like insulation, air and duct sealing, water heating, 

and upgrading or replacing heating and cooling equipment. Loans of this kind do not require a home appraisal or lien 

on the property and are insured by FHA.   

PowerSaver Second Mortgage (Up to $25,000): This program is for larger retrofit projects, including energy efficiency, 

solar photovoltaic, solar hot water, geothermal, or other renewable energy projects. A home appraisal or equity is 

generally required, and borrowers will likely not qualify if they already have a second lien or second mortgage on the 

property.  

PowerSaver Energy Rehab (203(k) First Mortgage up to FHA loan limits): This program is for the purchase or refinance 

of a home.  At least $3,500 of the home improvements must consist of eligible PowerSaver measures.  FHA insures the 

mortgage with the improvement project.   

HomeStyle® Energy Mortgage: This Fannie Mae program allows borrowers to make energy efficiency or utility-cost- reducing 

upgrades within the mortgage when purchasing or refinancing a home. This program also offers $3,500 for certain types of 

weatherization and water-efficiency improvements.  Note: Fannie Mae allows those with a Property Assessed Clean Energy 

(PACE) loan to finance with this program.  

HomeStyle® Renovation Mortgage: This Fannie Mae program allows borrowers to make renovations, repairs, and 

improvements totaling up to 50 percent of the as-completed appraised value of the property with a first mortgage.   

Freddie Mac Renovation Mortgage: This program allows borrowers to repair, restore, rehabilitate, or renovate their existing 

site-built homes within a Freddie Mac mortgage.   

The Southern California Gas Company Home Energy Upgrade Financing (HEUF) Program: This program offers loans ranging 

from $2,500 to $20,000 for the purchase and installation of energy-efficient upgrades. Eligible technologies include water 

heaters, refrigerated air conditioners, evaporative coolers, double-pane windows, building and equipment insulation, roofing, 

spa/pool heaters, insulated plantation shutters, and permanently installed natural gas barbecues.  

The California Housing Partnership Corporation Ratepayer Integrated On-Bill Payment Program (RIOPP): This relatively new 

kind of financing is tailored to low-income multifamily rental properties and allows retrofit costs to be included in a tenant’s 

energy bill.   

Southern California Edison Energy Savings Assistance Program: For income-qualified customers, Edison will provide free 

appliances and installation of energy-efficient refrigerators, air conditioners and more, as well as home efficiency solutions like 

weatherization that will help save energy and money. 
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